Based on the results of psycholinguistic experiments, the perceptual magnet effect is the important factor in speech development. This effect produced a warped auditory space to the corresponding phoneme. The purpose of this study was to develop a neural network model in simulation of speech perception. The neural network model with unsupervised learning was used to determine the phonetic categories of phoneme according to the formant frequencies of the vowels. The modified Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm was proposed to produce the auditory perceptual space of English vowels. Simulated results were compared with findings from psycholinguistic experiments, such as categorization of English /r/ and /l/ and prototype and non-prototype vowels, to indicate the model's ability to produce auditory perception space. In addition, this speech perception model was combined with the neural network model (Directions into Velocities Articulator, DIVA) to simulate categorization of ten English vowels and their productions to show the learning capability of speech perception and production. We further extended this modified DIVA model to show its capability to categorize six Chinese vowels
INTRODUCTION
Psycholinguistic experiments on the human subjects were often used to study speech perception in the past. For examples, Peterson and Barney (Peterson and Barney, 1952) indicated that the boundaries of different vowels may initially be inherent in the auditory processing of speech. Similar experiments on the human subject were also conducted to investigate vowel categories and category boundaries (Eimas, 1975; Streeter, 1976) . Based on the results of psycholinguistic experiments, the perceptual magnet effect is the important factor in speech development. This effect produced a warped auditory space to the corresponding phoneme. Additionally, several phonetic studies provided that the perceptual magnet effects influence of the phonetic categories (Kuhl, 1991; Iverson and Kuhl, 1995; Sussman and Laukner-Morano, 1995) . Previous studies often utilized psychological experiments on the human subjects to interpret the theoretical framework of phonetic perception, but the purpose of this study was to develop a neural network model in simulation of speech perception.
Early speech perception models were mainly acoustic-analysis-based speech recognition systems (Juang et al., 1986; Rabiner et al., 1989) . The most popular and promising Hidden Markov model (HMM) utilizes the extracted phonetic features and statistical analysis to implement speech recognition. This type of speech perception model often needs large database for training in order to get the expected good recognition rates and is considered less flexible when compared to the human perception (Benzeghiba et al., 2007) . To narrow the gap, the neural network models are developed to model the nervous system (i.e. the brain) and neural signal processing in the computational neuroscience. Many neural network models are useful to describe biological behaviors (Reiss, 1964; Hoshino et al., 2002) and represent their properties. In general, mathematical model is difficult to represent the sensory mapping and neural property. Kohonen (1982) presented that a self-organizing feature map (SOFM) can allocate the afferent weight vectors of map cells according to the distribution of input patterns used to train the network. Furthermore, Kohonen (1990; 1993) proposed the self-organizing map network model (SOM) that provided parallel signal processing to implement the self-organizing mechanism of the brain and describe the sensory mechanism. Physiologically, the self-organizing mechanism is defined as the brain categorizes the unknown external stimuli based on its captured features. Kohonen (1998) used the SOM model to project Finnish symbol strings onto neurons and simulated phonemic categorization mechanism to show the model's ability. Guenther and Gjaja (1996) simulated the perceptual magnet effect (Kuhl, 1991) with the SOM model in his DIVA (Directions into Velocities Articulator) model and showed that this effect affects the recognition rate more in identifying the prototype vowels than that in non-prototype vowels. However, auditory function of the original DIVA model (Guenther et al., 1998; 2006) provided no perceptual function and was given as three pairs of input ranges to represent the first three formant frequencies of the speech sounds to control the simulated articulatory movements of speech organs.
In contrast to Guenther et al.'s study, this study provides an approach with neural network model to simulate the phonetic experiments related to acoustic characterization and phoneme categorization. We modified the original SOM algorithm to simulate the perceptual magnet effect and produced the auditory perceptual space for English vowels. This speech perception model was combined with the DIVA model to simulate categorization of ten English vowels and their productions to show the learning capability of speech perception and production. We further extended this modified DIVA model to show its capability to categorize six Chinese vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/, /y/) and their productions.
METHODS
The original SOM neural network model is a feedforward neural model that includes only the input and output layers. Each neuron of the output layer in the model has forward and lateral connections. The network uses Kohonen's learning rule (winner-take-all) and repeats updating the synaptic weights until the topological structure is formed. In this study, the modified SOM algorithm (Wu et al., submitted) was proposed to produce the auditory perceptual space of the vowels. The modified SOM network model with unsupervised learning was used to determine the phonetic categories of phoneme according to the formant frequencies of the vowels. In the modified SOM model, the formant frequencies of the phonemes were used as the input vectors and the outputs of the model were represented as the responses in the auditory map. The synaptic weights of the forward connection between the input and output layers were adaptive, but the weights of the lateral connection among neurons of the output layer were fixed. The similarity of phonemic sound ( j S ) is determined by the Euclidean distance between the input ( j X ) and weight ( j W ) vectors (see Eq. 1). The smaller the Euclidean distance is the higher the similarity is. The highest similarity is chosen as the winner neuron.
To improve the neural activity representations, the Eq. 2 is used to determine the neural activity value with the similarity and provide the varied activity levels. are the learning rate and the neighborhood function, respectively.
Simulation I: Categorization of Ten English Vowels
The modified SOM model with the aforementioned learning rules is used to develop an auditory perception model in the perceptual simulations as described in Wu et al. This speech perception model was combined with the DIVA model to simulate categorization of ten English vowels and their productions to show the learning capability of speech perception and production. In this simulation, one hundred speech sounds for each English vowel were randomly generated and used as the input data for learning process which is analogous to infant babbling. These ten English vowels were based on the vowels and their first three formant frequencies from the study of Peterson and Barney (as shown in TABLE 1 and FIGURE 1). We used one thousand neurons for this simulation. After learning process, the speech sounds shown in FIGURE 1 were used as the test sounds for the speech perception model to show its learning capability. FIGURE 2 displays the implied ten English vowels categories intended to be perceived with the test sounds. Then the modified DIVA model could be used to produce ten English vowels.
Simulation II: Categorization of Six Chinese Vowels
We further extended this modified DIVA model to show its capability to categorize six Chinese vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/, /y/) and their productions. In the second simulation, one hundred speech sounds for each Chinese vowel were randomly generated and used as the input data for learning process which is analogous to infant babbling. These six Chinese vowels were based on the vowels and their first three average formant frequencies from the study of 24 male college students (as shown in TABLE 2 and FIGURE 3). We used one thousand neurons for this simulation. These acoustic data were recorded with CSL Model 4100 (Kay Elemetrics Corp, Lincoln Park, NJ, USA). After learning process, the speech sounds which were generated in a similar way to the first simulation were used as the test sounds for the speech perception model to show its learning capability in Chinese. FIGURE 3 displays the recorded six Chinese vowels categories intended to be perceived with the test sounds. Then the modified DIVA model could be used to produce six Chinese vowels. 
RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Simulation I: Categorization and production of Ten English Vowels
In this simulation, one thousand speech sounds (shown in FIGURE 1) were used as the input data for learning process. After learning process, the speech sounds shown in FIGURE 4(a) display 10 categories when FIGURE 4 are with F1 and F2 as x and y axis, respectively. As shown in FIGURE 4(a), the speech perception model indicates its learning capability. In order to see the speech perception space clearly, the perceived formant frequencies were further filtered and presented in FIGURE 4(b) where the speech perception space is easily recognized. Then the modified DIVA model could be used to produce ten English vowels. For example, FIGURE 5 demonstrates the chosen vowel /a/ with its first three formant frequencies generated from the modified DIVA model. The first three formant frequencies displayed in FIGURE 5 are F1=679 Hz, F2=1220, and F3=2281Hz. The first three formant frequencies generated by the original DIVA model are F1=677 Hz, F2=1238, and F3=2275Hz. These two sets of the first three formant frequencies indicate that the modified DIVA model with additional speech perception function maintain its original functions.
Simulation II: Categorization and production of Six Chinese Vowels
In this simulation, six hundred speech sounds were used as the input data for learning process. After learning process, the speech sounds shown in FIGURE 6(a) display 6 categories after filtering process on the F1-F2 plane where the speech perception space is easily recognized. As shown in FIGURE 6(a), the speech perception model indicates its learning capability. Then the modified DIVA model could be used to produce six Chinese vowels. For example, FIGURE 6(b) presents the chosen vowel /y/ (as the red cursor lines shown in FIGURE 6(a)) with its first three formant frequencies generated from the modified DIVA model. However, we could not train the modified DIVA model to produce the correct Chinese vowels /u/ and /o/. Possible reasons we suspect are the original DIVA model focus on the first two formant frequencies to improve its articulators to produce the correct vocal tract shape to generate the right Chinese sounds. In addition to this problem, we also have known the original DIVA model could not produce the Chinese tones. We have also modified the original DIVA model to generate four Chinese tones and have published it elsewhere (Wu and Wang, 2012) . 
CONCLUSION
This study investigated the neural mechanism for Chinese vowel perception using a neural network model. The neural network model with unsupervised learning was used to determine the phonetic categories of phoneme according to the formant frequencies of the vowels. The modified SOM algorithm was proposed to produce the auditory perceptual space of English and Chinese vowels. This speech perception model was combined with the DIVA model to simulate categorization of ten English vowels and their productions. We further extended this modified DIVA model to show its capability to categorize six Chinese vowels to show its learning capability of speech perception and production.
